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Use with any cleanser, toner, 
serum and moisturizer

COMPLEMENTS YOUR SKIN CARE

MYSKINBUDDY™ is gentle and safe to use
twice per day. For optimal and long lasting 

results, use 2-3 times per week.

EASY AND SAFE 
TO USE

1. Enhance product penetration
2. Reduce redness and inflammation

3. Stimulate collagen, lift and tighten skin
4. Deeply cleanse and gently exfoliate skin

5. Reduce appearance of  lines and wrinkles
6. Kill P. acnes bacteria that leads to acne

FOUR PROVEN TECHNOLOGIES

1. LED LIGHT THERAPY
Red, Blue & Green

The beneficial wavelengths of  Light 
Emitting Diode Therapy (LED) have 
been proven and shown to improve 
the appearance of  fine lines and 
wrinkles, fight bacteria that leads to 
acne, reduce redness and promote 
brightening and even skin tone.

2. ION CARE
Positive & Negative

Gently, yet effectively, positively-
charged ions work to attract and 
pull impurities from the skin while 
negatively-charged ions enhance 
product penetration.  
 
3. ULTRASONIC VIBRATION
8500 pulses per minute

With the power of  ultrasonic 
vibrations, the user is able to enjoy 
a soothing mini massage while
breaking up dead skin cells, lifting, 
firming and tightening the skin.

4. HEAT THERAPY
Temperature of  104° - 113° F

The combination of  heat with the
deep cleansing ions aids in 
emulsifying dirt and oil so that it 
can easily be swept away. Thermal 
heat therapy has also been shown 
to improve with skin tightening, 
promoting more oxygen to the cells 
by improving blood circulation and 
the reducing appearance of  pore size.

ENJOY SIX 
CONVENIENT, 
READY-TO-GO 
SETTINGS. 
 

YOUR SKIN S 
BEST FRIEND

YOUR SKINS
BEST FRIEND

SIX AMAZING BENEFITS

‘

‘

MYSKINBUDDY™  is the ultimate 
facial solution combining four proven 
technologies to help achieve a clearer 
complexion, brighter and even skin tone, 
and a more youthful appearance

JUST PRESS 
& GLOW


